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Help with
expenses
health
insurance
doesn’t
cover
Are you among the 57% of Americans who’ve
had to pay an unexpected medical bill?1 Did
you think, “But I have health insurance. I should
be covered?” That’s why there’s Aﬂac. We can
pay you money directly 2 to help cover that bill.
And for your prescriptions. And to help with
your rent. And help with peace of mind when
you, your clients and the employees you
serve, need it most.

Get to know us at Aﬂac.com/business.

NORC AmeriSpeak Onmibus Survey: Surprise Medical Bills. August 16-20, 2018.https://www.norc.org/PDFs/Health%20Care%20Surveys/Surprise%20Bills%20
Survey %20August%202018%20Topline.pdf – accessed March 30, 2020.2 Unless otherwise assigned. Coverage is underwritten by Aflac. In New York, coverage
is underwritten by Aflac New York. Aflac WWHQ | 1932 Wynnton Road | Columbus, GA 31999
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Workplace strategies and benefits must support
employees during the coronavirus crisis while
planning for a post-pandemic landscape.

Workers have called company responses to
their emotional and mental health needs during
COVID-19 “barely adequate,” “a disaster” and
“non-existent.”

It’s crucial for many workers with one in five
American households having lost income due
to the pandemic, and unemployment offices
overwhelmed with claims.
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CEOs must heed cries for mental health
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By your side.
Every step of
the way.

Voya Employee Benefits
Solutions tailored just for you
Voya Employee Benefits is there for you with our personalized customer service and breadth of products.
Our job is to help make your life easier. Which is why we streamline and simplify the employee benefits
process — from consultation to implementation and through the employee engagement process.
Voya is there to partner with you every step of the way. We are proud to offer:

•

Accident Insurance

•

Stop Loss Insurance

•

Critical Illness/Specified Disease Insurance

•

Group Term Life Insurance

•

Hospital Indemnity Insurance

•

Disability Income Insurance

•

Health Savings (HSA) and Flexible Spending
(FSA) Accounts

•

Leave Management

Take your next step with Voya.
Learn more at go.voya.com/byyourside

Critical Illness, Accident and Hospital Confinement Indemnity Insurance are limited benefit policies. They are not health
insurance and do not satisfy the requirement of minimum essential coverage under the Affordable Care Act.

Health and Flexible Savings Accounts are accounts offered by Voya Benefits Company, LLC (in New York, doing business as Voya BC, LLC) and administered by
WEX Health, Inc.
Voya Leave Management services are provided by Disability RMS, Inc.
Insurance products are issued by ReliaStar Life Insurance Company (Minneapolis, MN) and ReliaStar Life Insurance Company of New York (Woodbury, NY). Both
companies are members of the Voya family of products. Voya Employee Benefits is a division of both insurance companies. Within the state of New York, only
ReliaStar Life Insurance Company of New York is admitted and its products issued. Product availability and plan provisions may vary by state.
©2020 Voya Services Company. All rights reserved. 1103553
211333-03312020
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Voluntary

Views
Employee engagement in the US

Fertility benefit coverage
Health plans covering fertility benefits

Engaged employees

Evaluation by a specialist

40%

Medication to treat the cause of infertility

35%
30%

In vitro fertilization

25%

Artificial insemination

34%

33%

32%

30%

28%

Disengaged employees

20%

Egg or embryo freezing

15%

None

18%

18%

17%
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Carrot Fertility teams with digital
health firm on ovulation benefit

The role of employee benefits in
an innovative workplace

Frontline employees at high risk
of burnout

Carrot Fertility has partnered with Ava,

In the last decade, the need for con-

Employee mental health is a work-

a digital women’s health company, to

tinuous innovation has been at the

place crisis, with frontline workers

offer employers an ovulation tracking

heart of every organization’s efforts

struggling with increased anxiety and

tool. https://bit.ly/2XQh7cI

to stay relevant. Here’s why employee

depression during the coronavirus

benefits has to be part of that change.

pandemic. https://bit.ly/30AFZqH

https://bit.ly/3hjU3ej
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From the Editor

Cracking the glass ceiling
The Top Women in Benefit Advising class of 2020 proffer their best advice to counter
both conscious and unconscious bias in the workplace.
Fitting in with the

so am accustomed to a mostly male-led

industry is a male-dominated field when

old boy’s club.

industry,” says Erica Gaynor, account

it comes to consulting. There are uncon-

Working harder

executive at Ollis/Akers/Arney Insurance

scious biases women have to fight every

and longer than

& Business Advisors and one of this

day to gain the respect as a profes-

male counter-

year’s Top Women in Benefit Advising

sional business woman,” says Jennifer

parts. Facing

honorees. “Seeing more women step

Kinley, employee benefits director at

direct, or indirect,

into leadership roles while maintaining

Propel Insurance. “We must continue to

moments of sex-

all of the components of their familial

develop ourselves both personally and

ism. Despite gains made toward gender

relationships and embracing the softer

professionally to instill the courage and

diversity and workplace equality, it’s

side of business has been a lifelong

confidence needed to succeed in this

no surprise that the greatest challenge

goal.” Their best advice for the next

profession.”

many women still cite is gaining equal

generation?

footing. “I have a hospitality background

“It is no secret that the insurance

—Walden Siew, Editor-in-Chief

Attract, engage
and retain with
a voluntary
benefit that’s
a breed apart
HR professionals report a 32% boost in attraction,
engagement and retention from offering pet health
insurance as a voluntary benefit.*
Start offering Nationwide pet insurance today.
petinsurance.com/eba • 800-874-0704
*Source: 2018 Nationwide/Human Animal Bond Research Institute (HABRI) study
Underwritten by Veterinary Pet Insurance Company (CA), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated company (2019); National Casualty Company (all other states), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated
company (2019). Agency of Record: DVM Insurance Agency. Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.
©2020 Nationwide. 20GRP7535
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Outlook
these issues can be corrected

clear

by shifting to a culture where

who

employees feel comfortable

of th

giving feedback.

video

“Having everyone working
from home is definitely show-

work

ing that the playing field was

playi

PORTRA/GETTY IMAGES

never fair for workers who were

Can your company culture
weather coronavirus?
The pandemic highlights why employers must have welldefined core values and communication strategies.
By Kayla Webster

every

As

already working remotely,”

Przys

Whitlock said. “To combat this,

abou

employers need to be thought-

is vit

ful about how they communi-

pare

cate with their workforce.”

empl

“If your company isn’t up
front about its culture and
values, when it comes
time to adapt to a massive
internal change, or a
global pandemic, the value
of culture really matters
and shows its worth,” said
Andy Przystanski, content
marketing manager
at Lattice, a people
management software
firm. “Massive changes will
impact engagement and
performance — or they can
help employees grow and
become more close knit.”

with

and p

“E

stand

Kayla

Whitlock and Przystanski
said that remote workers have

Cracks are starting to show in many com-

global pandemic, the value of culture really

to be more proactive com-

panies now that the majority of nones-

matters and shows its worth,” said Andy

municators to collaborate with

sential employees are working remotely

Przystanski, content marketing manager

team members. Much of the

— employers need to take this time to

at Lattice, a people management software

technology they use to help

reassess their values and corporate culture

firm, during a recent webinar. “Massive

remote workers join meetings

if they want to stay competitive.

changes will impact engagement and per-

wasn’t helping, but they both

formance — or they can help employees

found solutions by talking with

grow and become more close knit.”

their employees during the

Digital HR platforms Lattice and BambooHR both noted that their employer clients have been reporting decreasing pro-

The number of full-time employees

pandemic.
“Before [coronavirus] we’d

ductivity and engagement in their workers

working from home due to COVID-19

due to the coronavirus pandemic. They

jumped to 66% from 33% within a two

set up a camera in the cor-

suspect that many company cultures aren’t

week period in March, according to a Gal-

ner of a conference room so

strong enough to transcend the office.

lup poll. Cassie Whitlock, HR director at

remote workers could be in on

BambooHR, an HR software company, said

meetings,” Whitlock said. “The

culture and values, when it comes time to

this means a high volume of employers are

problem was, remote work-

adapt to a massive internal change, or a

likely discovering workforce inequities. But

ers weren’t able to see faces

“If your company isn’t up front about its

202
Emplo
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Przystanski said Lattice got creative

ed

clearly, and who was talking, and folks

Whitlock said. “Silence is agreeing with

ere

who worked in the office dominated all

what’s happening; you cannot remain

with its virtual socializing; the company

e

of the conversations. Now that we use

silent if there’s a problem.”

organized virtual card games, trivia

video conferencing software that shows

nights and happy hours. Individual

Fifty-two percent of U.S. employees

everyone’s faces up close, remote

miss having social interactions with

teams also participated in a spin-off

w-

workers have told us that they feel the

their coworkers, according to a Glass-

of the old MTV show “Cribs,” where

as

playing field has been leveled.”

door survey.

employees gave their coworkers virtual

ng

were

As managers, Whitlock and

walking tours of their homes.

Whitlock and Przystanski said em-

Przystanski said that being intentional

ployers need to help facilitate social

“Workplace friendships are impor-

this,

about communicating with employees

activities if they want to help maintain

tant for networking and career growth,”

ght-

is vital to establish a culture of trans-

employee engagement during quaran-

Przystanski said. “That’s why it’s im-

ni-

parency. Better communication gives

tine. Whitlock likes to host a 10-minute

portant to maintain those connections,

employees the opportunity to connect

meditation with BambooHR coworkers

even if we can’t be together in the

with managers about their career goals

on Wednesdays, and she makes a point

office right now. It’s not a good idea to

and potential workflow issues.

of ending Fridays by video chatting

send the message to employees that

with her team about fun weekend

their professional development is not

plans.

important right now.” EBA

p
nd

ive

alue
s
aid
nt

“Employers need to establish a
standard of addressing things quickly,”

Kayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.

will
d
can
nd
t.”

Work with a company that
makes connections.

ki

ave

with

e

When you work with HM Insurance Group,
you can connect with thought leaders and
smart ideas steeped in regional knowledge
and backed by financial stability. We build
relationships – nationwide and for the
long-term – ever mindful of the evolving
health care landscape and committed
to protecting the financial well-being of
our clients from the impact of catastrophic
claims. Find more on hmig.com.

p

ngs

th

with

Choose coverage that aligns you with
experience, market insight, data-driven
decisions and accessible experts.

’d

-

o

STOP LOSS

MANAGED CARE REINSURANCE

Coverage is underwritten by HM Life Insurance Company,
Pittsburgh, PA; Highmark Casualty Insurance Company, Pittsburgh, PA;
or HM Life Insurance Company of New York, New York, NY.

on

The

-
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Dickerson

How WFH is transforming
rewards packages

which include living alone,
having significant others
also working at home, being
stressed from reduced hours
or reduced pay, and being

C
m

required to switch shifts to

Workplace strategies and benefits must support employees
during a crisis that affects thewhole person while planning for a
post-coronavirus landscape.

accommodate family obligations. Employers are offering
enhanced policies and practices such as holding weekly

Wo
me
disa

team video calls to maintain

By Art Dickerson

camaraderie and weekly video

By Sa

check-ins with each team
Flexible work arrange-

New financial/healthcare benefits

member. Employers also ask

ments have been

For employees who are no longer working

teams to check on each other,

around for decades,

enough hours to pay their insurance premi-

and incorporate weekly ac-

but COVID-19 has

ums, employers are getting creative so that

tivities, including: live cooking

has hyperaccelerated

sick employees do not feel forced to return

demonstrations and increas-

WFH. And despite

to work. Benefits coverage is continued at no

ing learning environment via

the lack of HR policies

cost to the employee and their absence does

LinkedIn learning, emergency

and protocols for an

not draw down their PTO balance.

preparedness and book clubs.

Employers are also supporting those

Employers are also ensur-

to remote working, American creativity has

challenged by educating children at home

ing employees get regular

cordi

reimagined our approach to total rewards.

or caring for elderly parents while WFH, and

business outlooks and status

healt

reimbursing office expenses. This is in addi-

updates from leadership.

repor

almost instant shift

Both financial and non-financial benefits
draw employees toward WFH options as

tion to numerous healthcare benefit changes

workers strive for shorter commutes, lower

designed to ensure healthcare access, such

transportation costs and a more focused

stres

nearl

as first dollar coverage of telehealth visits,

Planning for return to
normal

work environment. However, most employers

removing the need to satisfy HDHP deduct-

Lastly, employers will deter-

siona

have traditionally preferred employees to be

ibles and waiving COVID-19 testing copays.

mine how much WFH will be

attac

at their place of business, believing they are

Thirty seven percent of employers’ report

retained and the potential

this p

more productive and engaged. Also, there’s

offering first dollar COVID-19 treatment.

pushback from employees to

are c

the possibility that absence could result in

most

continue WFH when daycare

when

Keeping productivity high with 100%
remote workforce

and schools are in session.

ploye

Most likely? We will see

nies a

Entire families have been confined at home.

Employers must learn fast that remote

WFH continue for many of the

This is compounded by stress factors —

employees in this environment can quickly

one-third of the U.S. workforce

Bu

financial from looming potential furloughs,

disengage and show stress behaviors in their

whose jobs already lend them-

brigh

reduced compensation, food or essential

interaction with coworkers. This can affect

selves to this flexibility. This

retur

supplies shortages, and fear of the virus.

productivity, warranting a rapid shift in

will occur as employers yield

fewer career growth opportunities.
This version of WFH, though, is different.

the p

WFH benefits and new management strate-

to a collective resistance from

Main

employees during this and other crises that

gies and tactics. Employers rapidly realized

workers feeling the residual

Empl

address the whole person — financially,

the need to regularly express empathy and

and ongoing economic im-

ity, c

physically and behaviorally.

concern for workers’ various situations,

pacts of the pandemic. EBA

Much

Strategies and benefits need to support

Art Dickerson is chief revenue officer of Catapult Health.

Sally
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Welborn

,

ng

urs

g

CEOs must heed cries for
mental health benefits

ate a work environment that
makes them feel comfortable
and allows them to perform at
their best.

Invest in the right support

o

ga-

ng

ac-

ly

Workers have called company responses to their emotional and
mental health needs during COVID-19 “barely adequate,” “a
disaster” and “non-existent.”

they should keep in mind that
mental health support should
one of them. Employees need

ain

ideo

Many employers are making
cuts to non-essential perks, but

By Sally Welborn

additional support to manage
through this crisis.
None of the employers EHRI

sk

Even before the coro-

of months around return-to-work program-

ther,

navirus, employers

ming, testing logistics, contact tracing,

surveyed said that they are

c-

struggled to manage

and ensuring employees feel comfortable.

planning to decrease spending

king

the evolving men-

Ongoing, two-way communication between

on innovative services to sup-

as-

tal health needs of

company leadership and employees is the

port the health and wellbeing

via

employees. Now, amid

key to launching successful programs.

of employees, which is very

ncy

a worldwide pan-

ubs.

demic, stress levels are

developing return-to-work guidelines, the

through the roof. Ac-

majority of the respondents, in a survey

that nearly 92% of the em-

cording to a survey from on-demand mental

of human resources leaders — all of them

ployers surveyed say they have

health provider Ginger, 88% of workers have

members of the Employer Health Innovation

waived cost share for certain

reported experiencing moderate to extreme

Roundtable, indicate that they will determine

telehealth services, and that

stress over the past couple of months and

their policies based on the risk assessment

employees are using these

nearly 70% of workers claimed this was the

or recommendations of their own crisis

services in significant numbers.

most stressful time of their entire profes-

management team, medical director or other

Telehealth has been of interest

r-

sional career — including the Sept. 11 terror

expert opinion as opposed to relying solely

to many employers for quite

be

attacks and the Great Recession. And while

on state or federal officials’ decisions.

some time. Now is the time to

us

this pandemic will not last forever, there
to

are

While state and federal authorities are

This means workers are looking to their

are certain to be lasting impacts, especially

CEOs and other company leaders to guide

when it comes to mental health. And em-

their next steps.

the

orce

hem-

s

the problem.

Even better is the statistic

lean in.
HR leaders should continue
to champion flexible work
policies and invest in ongo-

ployers and employees alike agree: companies aren’t doing enough to get in front of

good news.

Continue to provide flexible work
options

ing mental health resources
for their employees as the

Once social distancing measures are lifted,

emotional impact of COVID-19

brighten this picture, especially as a cautious

many people will likely approach social

will likely reverberate for years

return to the workplace is on the horizon.

activity with caution. Employers should sup-

to come. Planning ahead for

port flexible work conditions that minimize

the post-pandemic reality will

But there are steps CEOs can take to

eld

rom

Maintain open communication

employees’ stress levels. Workers might

help ensure business continu-

al

Employers should expect increased sensitiv-

not be ready to reintroduce high-exposure

ity, while keeping employees

-

ity, confusion and anxiety among employees.

activities into their day-to-day routines, at

grounded and resilient in an

A

Much work will be needed in the next couple

least not right away, so employers must cre-

ever-changing world. EBA

Sally Welborn is an executive adviser at the Employer Health Innovation Roundtable.
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Lim

Employees need access to
affordable credit — now

terms. At HoneyBee, for example, we offer all employees
equal access to funds regardless of their credit score, at no
interest, paired with on-demand financial coaching.

It’s crucial for many workers with one in five American
households having lost income due to the pandemic, and
unemployment offices overwhelmed with claims.

No employee is left behind,
and the funds are provided
entirely outside of payroll.
Another option is to consider partnering with a local

By Ennie Lim

credit union to facilitate loans.
Such entities may be able to
Just a couple of

losses, and Wells Fargo added $4 billion to

offer your employees access

months ago, anyone

its own.

to affordable loans in their ca-

with a credit score
above 600 could get

They’re preparing for the worst. So, what
does this mean for American workers?

approved for a per-

Financial institutions will require more

sonal loan or credit

documentation to approve loans, and credit

card at a fairly rea-

score requirements will inch higher. Expect

sonable interest rate,

higher interest rates and lower amounts ap-

in a timely fashion.

proved. Recently, LendingClub, one of the

They would likely have a different experi-

largest providers of online consumer loans,

ence today. The coronavirus pandemic has

announced it will increase interest rates for

made credit scores much less reliable in

all new borrowers and will completely stop

determining the trustworthiness of borrow-

issuing loans to non-prime applicants.

ers and their associated risk. As a result, fi-

Americans are in a tough spot. They’ll

nancial institutions, virtually overnight, have

likely have a harder time getting the extra

had to completely reassess the perceived

cash they need. And right now, access to af-

risk of lending to consumers.

fordable credit is crucial for many, as one in

pacity as non-profit, memberowned organizations.

The coronavirus has
made credit scores
much less reliable
in determining the
trustworthiness of
borrowers. Virtually
overnight, financial
institutions have had
to completely reassess
the perceived risk of
lending to consumers. It’s
uncharted territory.
As employers, it’s neces-

It’s uncharted territory.

five American households has lost income

Credit scores help financial institutions

due to the pandemic, and unemployment

sary to be proactive when

determine the risk associated with loan-

offices are overwhelmed with claims. It may

considering the needs of your

ing money to a particular person. By using

take weeks before applications are pro-

workforce. That includes shift-

credit scores, financial institutions instantly

cessed and cash is distributed.

ing your focus to being more

know the trustworthiness of the borrower,
and the corresponding interest rate to
charge them.
As a result, they are taking extreme

Your employees need your help to access
affordable credit, now.
Not everyone has paused lending, and
there are a few ways you can help your

positive while also providing
your employees with the tools
they need to be resilient.
You are the lifeline your

precautions when lending — and bracing

employees get access to affordable funds in

employees need to get access

for record defaults. First-quarter earnings

this difficult lending market.

to affordable credit.

reports provide a glimpse into the future.

One quick option is to pursue a partner-

They are counting on you

JPMorgan, America’s largest bank, added

ship with a financial wellness provider that

to help them navigate this dif-

$8.3 billion to its reserves to cover predicted

can offer your employees favorable lending

ficult time. EBA

Ennie Lim is CEO and co-founder of HoneyBee.
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No one dives deeper
into employee benefits
From wellness and benefits personalization to emerging
technology and new service platforms, Employee Benefits Adviser
has the insight and analysis advisers need to help clients devise
the right strategies for their business.

Start here and sign up for free
employeebenefitadviser.com
212-803-8500
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Our Top Women in Benefit Advising for 2020
are making their mark on the industry with
their ambition, innovation and leadership.
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Our Top Women in Benefit Advising for 2020 are an exceptional group of women who have worked tirelessly to carve out
their own space in the advising field. From starting their own firms, to mentoring other women in the field, to balancing
the demands of both work and family life, these professionals shared both the challenges and successes of being a female
adviser. Meet this year’s winners, and please share your thoughts and experiences using #TopWomeninBenefitAdvising.

Beverly Beattie

Heather Bowers

Danielle Capilla

Emma Fox

CEO and Founder
Selden Beattie

Benefits Consultant
Lone Star Benefits

Director of Compliance,
Employee Benefits
Alera Group

Chief Operating Officer
E Powered Benefits

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

of in your career?

of in your career?

▶ What are you most proud

of in your career?

▶ What are you most proud

Being an organization that

I am most proud of the

of in your career?

At some point I realized that

employs mostly women, I’m

fact that LSB has a 98.6%

I am the most proud of my

my legacy wasn’t what I’d

extremely proud that I have

retention rate with our

ability to make some of the

originally planned for. I am

been able to offer women

clients. We never lose

most complex legislation

not meant to be unreason-

the optimum opportunity to

a client unless they get

and regulations in our in-

ably wealthy or famous; I

learn, grow and realize their

bought out by a parent

dustry (the ACA, ERISA, the

am meant to listen, re-

greatest potential, both pro-

company, close their doors

CARES Act) understandable

purpose, strategize, execute,

fessionally and financially. I

or, on very rare occasions,

and digestible for clients

and then teach. I’ve been

believe in creating a culture

decide to move to a PEO

who have no regulatory or

really proud of becoming

of empowerment and

model.

legislative background.

a spokesperson for change

Selden Beattie is a place

▶ What has been your

▶ What has been your big-

who others want to collabo-

where creativity, mentor-

biggest challenge as a

gest challenge as a woman

rate with. I’ve been proud to

ship and intellectual capital

woman in the industry?

in the industry?

align with associations and

is encouraged. Innovation,

Being a woman in the “old

As a woman who has been

organizations to lend my

embracing change and tak-

boys club”. While most

successful in our industry it

expertise. I’ve been espe-

ing risks have been part of

men are very respectful

is often assumed by male

cially proud to watch other

what I consider the recipe

of women in this industry,

colleagues that I have not

women gain their confi-

for success.

I have attended industry

been disadvantaged by be-

dence and find their groove
and their space.

▶ What has been your big-

conferences and have had

ing a woman, or that I am

gest challenge as a woman

older male brokers ask if I’m

not interested in furthering

▶ What has been your big-

in the industry?

an account executive, since

the path for women behind

gest challenge as a woman

The greater the challenge,

many still don’t view women

me, because I don’t see a

in the industry?

the greater my motivation

as a role on the broker side.

need for it. But the opposite

I still encounter moments of

to tackle it and win. No is

It hasn’t slowed me down or

could not be more true. I

sexism and while it used to

not a word in my vocabu-

made me feel defeated; it

believe it is my challenge to

derail me and incite a level

lary. I mentor our team of

motivates me to work even

spend time and effort to en-

of aggression, I have taught

mostly women to think the

harder.

sure women behind me are

myself that all I need to do

same way and never give

held to the same standards

is remain consistent and

up.

as their male colleagues.

trust myself.
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Top Women in Benefit Advising

Erica Gaynor

Nancy Giacolone Jamie Greenleaf

Misty Guinn

Account Executive
Ollis/Akers/Arney
Insurance &
Business Advisors

President
Olympic Crest
Insurance

Director of Benefits
and Wellness
Human Resources
Benefitfocus

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

My passion is having a posi-

▶ What are you most proud

of in

of in your career?

of in your career?

tive impact on the people

of in your career?

I’m m

The flexibility of applying

Being a trailblazer and nev-

that I work with. By helping

I am most proud of the

and

my knowledge in multiple

er accepting the limitations

employers design relevant

small, everyday victo-

advo

industries has been very

others put on me. I was told

benefit packages for their

ries where my voice and

othe

rewarding. Every company is

I wasn’t outgoing enough

employees, not only is there

strategies help individuals

you w

in the “relationship business”

to sell, I was told that I was

significant influence on the

become better healthcare

and

whether they want to admit

too young, I was told that

organization’s benefit spend,

consumers and help others

out o

it or not. Being able to assist

women didn’t have a place.

but we are empowering

improve their total well-be-

was

with connecting the dots on

Instead, I took a risk and put

their employees to become

ing. I am proud that I have

comp

communication and well-

myself out there and started

financially stable and inde-

been able to build trust

advic

deserved recognition has

my own business, which

pendent. Status quo does

with our associates through

tions

been a highlight for me.

will celebrate 25 years next

not yield results. You have

transparent communica-

on w

▶ What has been your

April.

to change the conversation

tions and by demonstrat-

Now,

biggest challenge as a

▶ What has been your big-

and think differently.

ing how much I value their

work

woman in the industry?

gest challenge as a woman

▶ What has been your big-

voices. I’ve also earned the

▶ Wh

I have a hospitality

in the industry?

gest challenge as a woman

trust from my leadership to

gest

background so am

I was sued a couple of years

in the industry?

be a respected voice that is

in th

accustomed to a mostly

ago by someone I brought

an authentic learner of the

Bala

male-led industry. Seeing

into my agency who needed

me an insight that men do

industry driven by data and

strivi

more women step into

help and I thought would

not have. That is why diver-

empathy.

I first

leadership roles while

also help me. It was in-

sification in the workforce is

▶ What has been your big-

that

maintaining all of the

credibly demoralizing. It

so important.

gest challenge as a woman

leade

components of their familial

was during this time that

in the industry?

a-ho

relationships and embracing

I became acquainted with

My biggest challenge as

a pa

the softer side of business

Q4 and went to my first

a woman in the industry

char

has been a life-long goal.

conference. Seeing the great

has been overcoming the re-

teeri

things staunchly indepen-

straints of an outdated per-

a livi

dent individuals were doing

ception that women should

world

reenergized me.

be seen and not heard.

abou

Lead Advisor/Principal
Cafaro Greenleaf
▶ What are you most proud
of in your career?

Being a woman has given

Cri

Fou
Cus
Solu

▶ Wh

what
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s

oud

Ricki Hancart

Angela Kiani

Jennifer Kinley

Founder and President
Custom Benefits
Solution

Account Manager
Conner Insurance

Area Vice President
Gallagher

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

of in your career?

of in your career?

Employee Benefits
Director of Client
Engagement
Propel Insurance

of in your career?

My ability to see the full

Both my father and my

▶ What are you most proud

I’m most proud of learning

picture when working with

grandfather were insurance

of in your career?

and understanding how to

my clients. I provide innova-

agents and I am very proud

I am proud of building an

advocate for my clients. An-

tive and unique strategies,

to follow in their footsteps.

employee benefits divi-

Cristy Gupton

other adviser once said that

like specialty medication

When I joined my father in

sion that focuses strictly

als

you work for who pays you,

programs and sourcing

2005, he taught me that if I

on benefits for the senior

re

and that concept shook me

prescription drugs for free,

focus on taking care of my

living industry. Senior liv-

ers

out of complacency. When I

while ensuring the strategy

clients and treat them as if

ing clients do not always

be-

was depending on insurance

is communicated well and

they were my family, suc-

have the margin to provide

companies to pay me, my

meets compliance stan-

cess would follow. I speak

competitive benefits to their

advice and recommenda-

dards, as well as the em-

about this vision regularly

employees. One of my core

ugh

tions were all flavored based

ployer and employee’s best

with my team. We earn their

strengths is being a con-

ave

-

on what products to sell.

interest. It’s easy to provide

business every day by our

nector. I am proud of being

t-

Now, I reject that and only

great ideas, but it takes ef-

actions, not just our words.

able to connect my clients

eir

work for my clients.

fort and a holistic viewpoint

I have grown our business

with the resources and plans

the

▶ What has been your big-

to make them successful.

by double digits each year

they can afford to offer their

p to

gest challenge as a woman

▶ What has been your big-

by simply delivering on this

employees. I am passionate

at is

in the industry?

gest challenge as a woman

client-centric mission.

about mentoring our up-

the

Balancing compassion while

in the industry?

▶ What has been your big-

and-coming female insur-

and

striving to meet goals. When

The biggest challenge for

gest challenge as a woman

ance peers to make sure

I first started out, I believed

me has been age, rather

in the industry?

we continue to have these

big-

that the best business

than gender. It is not un-

To figure out balance. I want

women in our field.

man

leaders were ruthless work-

common for clients to trust

to be the best wife, the best

▶ What has been your big-

a-holics. I’ve always had

older advisers, because the

mom and the best at my

gest challenge as a woman

a passion for service and

perception is that they must

career. To stand out, you

in the industry?

charity, but my time volun-

know what they’re doing.

need to work hard, be well-

It is no secret that the insur-

e re-

teering and what I did for

Time spent and experience

educated, keep up with the

ance industry is a male-

per-

a living were two separate

in this industry breeds wis-

legislation, network with in-

dominated field. There are

uld

worlds. But strength is not

dom, but it doesn’t always

dustry experts and use all of

unconscious biases women

about what you take, but in

mean that the adviser is

this information to engage

have to fight every day to

what you are able to give.

providing the best ideas.

in meaningful ways.

gain respect.
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Michelle Milam

Rachel Miner

Nicole Negvesky

Kieran Pittman

Sal

Director of HR
Compliance and
Technology Division
Business Benefits
Group

Founder
Thrive Benefits

Business
Development Director
Baldwin Krystyn
Sherman Partners

Director of
Strategic Growth
BeniComp Health
Solutions

Emp
Prac
Ale

I’ve been able to be a really

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

of in

▶ What are you most proud
of in your career?

▶ Wh

▶ What are you most proud

good role model for my kids,

of in your career?

of in your career?

I like

of in your career?

both in business and in life.

Helping shape the future of

I am most proud that I have

that

Building an entire division

▶ What has been your

our industry ranks among

been given the chance to

strat

of our company from the

biggest challenge as a

the highest in bringing me

build a division as an intra-

throu

ground up and designing

woman in the industry?

satisfaction. Throughout my

preneur within BeniComp

a suc

the vision of what we seek

There is a natural

career, I’ve had the oppor-

and redesign a product

I first

to achieve. I’ve been in an

perception that a man who

tunity to work with varying

that solves the two largest

age b

advising role throughout my

is assertive is on his game,

levels of talent, from the

issues in the industry: rising

sible

career, but creating a team

but that a woman who is

college intern to seasoned

health costs and chronic

roug

at BBG that advises on HR,

assertive is the B-word. This

professional, and bring them

disease. The work we are

enue

compliance and technol-

is a crazy male-dominated

insights into how we can be

doing is significant, which

had

ogy and tying those to our

business, so to be a 35-year-

better, think more broadly

is something I feel very tied

prac

shared benefits strategies

old woman makes you stick

and continue to evolve and

to personally and profes-

of 12

as an agency has been a

out like a sore thumb. When

adapt as our industry con-

sionally. Along the way,

to sa

differentiator in our market

I first began in the industry,

tinues to change. The ben-

especially as an innovator, I

hired

segment. I’ve had the op-

at every conference that

efits of yesterday look very

learned how to really power

ens o

portunity to mentor those

I went to people either

different from the benefits

through challenges, fail fast,

that

that work on my team, as

assumed I was an account

of today, and I can’t wait to

and keep going for the sake

in th

well as colleagues in the HR

manager or a vendor. I have

see what awaits us in the

of the mission.

area

industry and watch them

had vendors that don’t offer

benefits of tomorrow!

▶ Wh

me a handshake because

▶ What has been your big-

▶ What has been your big-

grow and nourish their own

gest challenge as a woman

gest

careers, just by offering a

they don’t think I’m an

gest challenge as a woman

in the industry?

in th

different perspective.

important person.

in the industry?

Being a businesswoman

Givin

▶ What has been your big-

Thinking that successful

is about being resourceful

woul

gest challenge as a woman

women in this industry had

and deeply knowledgeable

spen

in the industry?

to act like men. It never

about the industry, business,

been

Credibility has been chal-

served me well and I’m

and solutions. I learned that

I’ve h

lenging, yet, that has been

proud that I’m the same

this industry presents an

profe

more attributable to age

person at home as I am at

extra layer of challenges

and

than gender in the long run.

work.

because it is very dynamic.
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n

Sally Prather

Aida Swanson

h

Employee Benefits
Practice Leader
Alera Group

Principal
Swanson Benefits
Insurance Solution

Elizabeth
Vaughan

Jessica Walters

Area Vice President
Gallagher

Chief Operating Officer
Total Control
Health Plans

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

▶ What are you most proud

of in your career?

of in your career?

of in your career?

of in your career?

I like to look at challenges

Starting my business while

My career has been filled

I am most proud of continu-

that seem impossible,

8 months pregnant. I knew

with rich, diverse experi-

ing to push myself to try

o

strategically think them

there would never be a good

ences, which have enabled

harder and learn more every

tra-

through, and then build out

time, so I just went for it. I

me to grow both personally

day. If there is something

p

a successful solution. When

wanted to change the way

and professionally. After

I am not familiar with, I

I first started in the broker-

clients were serviced and

the birth of my first child, I

ask questions and do my

age business, I was respon-

create a culture within the

decided to reinvent myself

research to have a better

oud

have

est

sible for a team of six with

organization of transpar-

and take on the challenges

understanding so I am able

c

roughly $2 million in rev-

ency and value, while truly

of establishing a new career

to speak to others from an

e

enue. After only four years, I

putting the client’s needs

in the employee benefits

educated mindset.

ch

had more than doubled the

first.

industry. I am proud of my

practice, growing to a team

▶ What has been your big-

▶ What has been your big-

ied

strong passion for service

gest challenge as a woman

-

of 12. I’m particularly proud

gest challenge as a woman

excellence and love de-

in the industry?

to say I’ve collaborated with,

in the industry?

lighting my clients with my

The biggest challenge has

or, I

hired, mentored or led doz-

Often, women get placed in

responsive, professional

been getting employers to

ing

wer

ens of people over the years

administrative and assistant

approach.

see that there is a differ-

fast,

that have become leaders

roles where it can take years

▶ What has been your big-

ent way of managing their

sake

in their respective fields or

to move up. This was the

gest challenge as a woman

healthcare supply chain

areas of expertise.

case for me in the past and

in the industry?

while helping them under-

big-

▶ What has been your big-

I decided I was not going

While certain industries such

stand that maintaining the

man

gest challenge as a woman

to go into an administrative

as insurance have histori-

status quo is not sustain-

in the industry?

role again. I didn’t want to

cally been male-dominated,

able. This requires our

Giving up precious time that

spend years proving myself

that is changing. Education

expertise to determine who

ul

would have normally been

knowing very well I am ca-

and confidence are key for

the best partners are for

ble

spent with family has not

pable of succeeding. When

women in any business. Be-

each employer and help-

ness,

been easy. Over the years,

a challenge arises, I see it

ing a “student of the game,”

ing them understand that

that

I’ve had to sacrifice time as

as more of an opportunity

someone who is willing to

small changes without much

n

professional responsibilities

to learn and grow. The only

take the time to learn the

impact to their employees

s

and roles grew.

way to get to the top is to

fundamentals, is the quick-

have a significant impact to

put yourself there.

est path to success.

their bottom line. EBA

mic.
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Top Women in Benefit Advising
approached.”
Many advising firms seemed to operate with sales and their own commissions
in mind first, she says. That culture didn’t
meld with her own goals and values,
professionally and personally.
“I was always encouraged and pushed
to sell whatever was most expensive and
to pile on products regardless of whether
they would serve that company or serve
that audience. And I just didn’t like that,”
Swanson says. “I didn’t like having to
push a product for the sake of pushing
products, knowing that they wouldn’t
ever use it, knowing that they didn’t
need it, knowing that they didn’t need
to spend that much money on a certain

A winning strategy:
Kindness and cost savings
“I wanted to start at the top,” says one of EBA’s Top
Women in Benefit Advising for 2020.
By Alyssa Place

carrier when another carrier would be
just as good.”

cours

After interviewing at several larger

volve

firms, Swanson was also wary of being

gritty

pushed toward more administrative roles,

know

a trend she saw throughout the industry

I didn

for other females. “I wanted to be the

and w

broker,” she says. “If I had joined a bro-

ness.

kerage firm where it was already male

crow

dominated, I would have been pushed to

She s

start at the bottom. I didn’t want to have

have

to work my way up. I wanted to start at

with

the top.”

“If

When adviser Aida Swanson was eight

insurance has so much to do with, of

Swanson realized her best option

not in

months pregnant, she had an epiphany

course, health. But family and finances

was to start her own business from the

thoug

about her career: She wanted to start

and so many other things,” Swanson

ground up. “I felt that the only way to

Hispa

fresh, and be on her own.

says. Focusing on these other factors is

do that was to ... build my own team

she s

something she has been conscious of on

and build a culture that approaches our

I just need to do this. If it’s going to hap-

since she began working with a family

clients with a true consulting approach,

▶ Te

pen, I need to just do it, there’s no other

friend in 2015

where we’re providing information that’s

“My f

going to serve them,” she says.

that

“I woke up one morning and I thought,

way,” Swanson says. “I had spoken to a
few larger firms and they were all very

▶ From the ground up

focused on the numbers and the sales.

“Originally, like a lot of advisers, I got

ager of tractor dealership Wilkinson

I wanted to have more of a compas-

introduced to it by accident. My hus-

International, says Swanson’s attitude

her th

sionate approach to it and have a true

band’s friend’s wife was an adviser, and

set her apart from other brokers he had

of he

consultant approach.

she went off on her own and needed help

worked with in the past. “She was willing

chall

with her book of business so she brought

to listen to what I was saying. Someone

provi

Benefits Insurance Solution, based in

me on. She started taking me out on ap-

starting out new, they’re hungry. They’re

comp

Davis, California, in 2019, which provides

pointments, and I started taking on more

more willing to listen to what I need

on a

group and individual health insurance

responsibility,” Swanson says. “But I didn’t

because they want your business.”

fact t

benefits with the goal of reducing costs

like the way things were being done. I

and maximizing plan usage. “Health

didn’t like the way employers were being

She launched benefits firm Swanson

Aaron Lampman, the general man-

It

But Swanson’s fresh perspective came
with a steep learning curve, she says. “Of

Alyss
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per-

sions

idn’t

shed

and

ether

erve

hat,”

ng

t

d

ain

e
course I know benefits, and I’ve been in-

and without families. She put together a

the only one who listened,” he says.

r

volved with plan structures and the nitty-

proposal for the company to switch to an

“She came up with a plan that met my

ng

gritty of health insurance but I didn’t

HRA with a $2,000 deductible, providing

requirements and the other broker basi-

roles,

know anything about building a business.

coverage at 100% once the deductible

cally threw quotes at me and said, ‘Well,

was met.

here are your options.’”

stry

I didn’t know anything about marketing

e

and what it takes to grow your busi-

o-

ness.” Swanson reached out to everyone,

would fund the employee deductible, and

▶ Comes naturally

le

crowdsourcing information and advice.

his monthly dues went down signifi-

Looking ahead, Swanson has plans to

ed to

She says that her setbacks and struggles

cantly. The employees were still receiving

expand her business and is eager to ex-

have

have allowed her to approach challenges

the same benefit, without paying out of

tend a hand to other women in the field.

with an open mind.

pocket,” Swanson says. This particular

“It takes compassion and an analyti-

“If someone says no to me, if I’m

plan also came with a $15 fee per em-

cal mind and you have to be smart with

at

“What we came up with was that he

not invited, if I’m not welcome, my first

ployee that she would collect monthly.

your time. You have to be able to juggle

he

thought is never, ‘Oh, it’s because I’m

Instead, Swanson told the employer

different priorities and look at things in

o

Hispanic. Oh, it’s because I’m a woman,’”

about the additional cost, choosing to

different ways and be open minded,” she

she says.

waive it to keep costs down.

says. “I feel like women do that naturally.

ch,

▶ Tenacity and trust

the employer spoke to his original broker,

at’s

“My first thought is, ‘There’s something

he presented the same plan, but without

that I need to be doing better. There’s

the waived fee.

“I was transparent,” she says. When

our

n-

e

had

something that I need to work on.’”
It was her transparency that won

“The employer went with me, because
he saw that I was there to truly save

I don’t understand why there aren’t more
women in the industry.”
Since the the coronavirus pandemic,
Swanson has switched from in-person
visits to instructional videos
But the end goal is the same: present-

her the Wilkinson account and the trust

them money, without nickel and diming

ing her clients with options they’ll under-

of her new client, Swanson says. The

them. That makes all the difference.”

stand and use — and doing it her way.

challenge was finding a better way to

Lampman estimates the change could

one

provide health insurance for the small

be saving him upwards of $30,000 this

and being afraid of what others think,

y’re

company of 15 employees, who were all

year. More than that, “I take great pride

she says. “If you want something, no

on a platinum health plan despite the

in not having to charge my employ-

one’s going to give it to you. You need to

fact the population was mostly young

ees for health insurance and she was

go get it yourself. EBA

ling

“What holds women back is judgment

ame

. “Of

Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Top Women in Benefit Advising

Adviser’s passion helps
employers through crises
Even before COVID-19 changed everything, Danielle
Capilla was making a name for herself.
By Amanda Schiavo

us out on something that another broker

prepa

did. That was something you wouldn’t

Sulliv

expect from somebody else.”

ence

Capilla also serves as the federal and

in He

state legislative chair for the Downtown

Bene

Chicago Chapter of the National Asso-

— wa

ciation of Health Underwriters — an or-

but a

ganization that represents professionals

Bu

who serve the health insurance needs of

educ

employers. “NAHU plays a critical role

side o

in educating brokers across the coun-

grad

try — particularly smaller shops with

of the

less resources — and most importantly,

for an

advocating for brokers, employers and

as th

employees on Capitol Hill,” she says. “In

Capi

my role on NAHU’s Legislative Council,

pract

we work to assist these leaders in under-

to the

standing the impact of their laws and
regulations, and we ensure that brokers

▶ PP

voices are heard on the Hill.”

“I too

Those who know Capilla say she has

which

a strong ability to solve problems and

comp

a commitment to educating employers

law t

on how they can enhance their benefits

ding

program while controlling costs and

drug

remaining fully compliant. “Government

Affor

regulations are confusing for many

part

people, but ERISA and ACA compliance

the fi

is a particular pain point,” Capilla says.

It

“The average business owner doesn’t

but o

If someone had told Danielle Capilla,

their translator, and sometimes we’re

deal in these regulations, but the reper-

para

the director of compliance for employee

all learning together — and this was

cussions of getting it wrong can lead to

has c

benefits at Alera Group, that there

certainly the case [with COVID-19].”

catastrophic financial penalties.”

job, a

It is through education that Capilla

would be a more stressful time in her life

on he

than when she was writing the first ref-

▶ Trouble shooter

is able to help employers enhance their

ance

erence book about the Affordable Care

Even before the pandemic, Capilla

benefits. She was an adjunct professor

daug

Act, she wouldn’t have believed them.

was making a name for herself as an

at DePaul University from 2015 to 2019.

“It

Never say never. Capilla now finds

adviser who gets things done. When

“Danielle is a highly competent and

client

herself helping her clients navigate the

the National Veterinary Associates was

dynamic professor,” says former student

need

uncertain waters of the coronavirus

having ERISA issues — unbeknownst to

Hannah Sullivan. “During our first class

says.

pandemic, which she says is a unique

them due to the ineffectiveness of their

meeting, I was impressed by [her] ability

start

opportunity to highlight the important

previous broker — she was able to step

to digest complicated subject mat-

on th

work of benefit brokers.

in and solve the problem.

ter and present it in a systematic and

Coas

“We really bridge that gap between

“Our broker wasn’t sending us any

engaging way.”

He

Sullivan says that in addition to her

empl

counsel for NVA. “From the govern-

expertise, Capilla is able to communi-

some

ing an employer,” says Capilla, one of

ment’s perspective, we owed this thing

cate that she is invested in her students’

feren

Employee Benefit Adviser’s Top Women

forever. Capilla was really helpful in get-

future. “Her dedication and skill in her

in Benefit Advising for 2020. “We’re

ting us out of that pickle. She’s helping

field were evident from her level of

all of the federal and state agencies

information,” says Eric Smith, general

that are regulating the business of be-
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roker

preparation and depth during lectures,”

n’t

Sullivan says. “I can speak from experience that her course — Special Topic

and

in Health Law Compliance: Employee

own

Benefits and Health and Welfare Plans

sso-

— was not only academically stimulating

n or-

but also practically valuable.”

nals

But Capilla didn’t begin her career in

ds of

education — or even on the client-facing

ole

side of the benefits industry. When she

n-

graduated from law school at the height

h

of the 2008 recession, there were no jobs

ntly,

for an untried attorney looking for work

nd

as the general counsel for a hospital.

. “In

Capilla spent some time in medical mal-

cil,

practice but was eventually laid off due

nder-

to the worsening economy.

nd

▶ PPE to soup kitchens

businesses. Other healthcare clients were

concerns, or those with financial difficul-

“I took the first job I could find after that,

trying to figure out if they had enough

ties due to COVID-19-related downturns,

has

which was for a global legal publishing

PPE to get through the crisis. Capilla and

this is an even more impossible burden,”

nd

company, and got a job on their health

her fellow Alera advisers switched gears

she says.

yers

law team,” she says. “I was kind of plod-

and began supporting their clients be-

efits

ding along writing reference books on

yond their benefit needs. “In our Chicago

▶ Rare opportunity

d

drug law and Medicare law, when the

office we had the managing partners

But on top of that, the country has

ment

Affordable Care Act got published. I was

making PPE. We had another office

erupted in protests over police and

part of a team of 10 attorneys who wrote

[supplying] clients within the hospital-

civilian violence against black Ameri-

the first reference book on ACA.”

ity industry with food surpluses to get

cans. These converging ills, says Capilla,

their food to soup kitchens. Everything

present employers with an opportunity.

kers

ance

ays.

It was a stressful period for Capilla,

t

but one she looks back on as a com-

changed, and we spent almost a month

“When [the pandemic is] coupled with

per-

paratively simpler time. The pandemic

doing nothing but hand-holding, guiding,

the importance and seriousness of racial

d to

has caused to the way Capilla does her

and slicing and dicing the legislation as it

inequality and the national conversation

job, and there has been added pressure

was coming out.”

about racism, employers are in a unique

In addition to highlighting the strong

lla

on her and her husband as they bal-

heir

ance work with homeschooling their two

relationships between advisers and

to make a significant difference in the

sor

daughters.

clients, the pandemic has highlighted the

personal lives of their team members,”

growing need for strong mental health

she says.

position where they have an opportunity

019.

“It became abundantly clear that our

nd

clients needed help more than they ever

benefits. “Many Americans lack access to

dent

needed help before in their lives,” Capilla

mental health care or don’t know where

honest discourse about all of the above

ass

says. “It was incredible ... As soon as you

to seek care, Capilla says. “If employers

topics employers can gain the trust of

bility

start wrapping up things for your clients

are offering mental health coverage, in

their associates and promote health-

on the West Coast, clients on the East

person or through teleservices, ensuring

ier, collaborative work environments.

Coast start getting up.”

employees know how to access them is

Through robust mental health benefits,

critical.” Americans are shouldering the

and easy access to mental health care

d

Her client’s needs were vast: some had

“Through empathy, flexibility, and

her

employees who were getting sick, while

emotional and physical burdens imposed

they can ensure their employees have

ni-

some were trying to understand what dif-

by the pandemic, says Capilla. “For those

the tools they need to tackle these

ents’

ferent governors orders meant for their

with food insecurities, domestic violence

unprecedented times.” EBA

er
Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Ideas you can take to work
Digital Insurance is the leading independent voice in insurance
digital transformation, giving you insight into the latest
technology-backed business strategies and innovative process
and service automation.

Start here and sign up for free
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Re:Invent | Retirement
because they are often combined with

Retirement goals employees say they
want help reaching

an HSA. Indeed, 46% of employees with

50%

Employee Benefit Research Institute.

private health insurance are enrolled
in a HDHP, according to data from the
But many employees struggle with

40%

knowing how much they should be con-

30%

tributing, says Nate Black, assistant vice

20%

president of health savings and spend-

10%

pressing need both on the benefits side

ing accounts at Voya. “We saw a really
and on the retirement side for additional

0%
Calculating how much
money is needed in
retirement

Determining at what age
they can afford to retire

Figuring out what their
expenses will be in
retirement

Anticipating tax expenses
in retirement

Source: Schwab Retirement Plan Services

support dealing with medical expenses,”
he says. “We see roughly one third of
hardships from our retirement plans are
due to emergency medical expenses.”

Voya HSA tool helps avoid
depleting retirement savings

The majority of those individuals have

Most U.S. workers do not have enough emergency
funds set aside and withdraw from other accounts.

of questions about their full financial

insurance, Black says, but because of the
deductible and the cost sharing, they
may not be in a financial position to
cover that cost.
Voya’s tool asks employees a series
picture. The tool also evaluates the
employee’s current and projected health
care spending and tax savings, and takes

By Amanda Schiavo

into account an employee’s stated retirement goals when assessing their current

Voya Financial has a new digital health

provides employees with a suggested

and future spending needs in an effort to

savings account assistant designed to

amount to contribute to their Voya HSA.

come up with a suggested HSA contribu-

help employees make better decisions

“There’s been this continual shift of

tion amount.

when contributing funds for future use.

responsibility in decision-making that’s

“Healthcare decisions are among the

Only 41% of Americans would be

been pushed to the employee [from the

most challenging for employees. Not

able to cover an unexpected $1,000 ex-

employer],” says Rob Grubka, president

only are these decisions dependent on

pense, according to data from Bankrate.

of Voya’s Employee Benefits business.

today’s complex financial situation, but

As a result, 32% of hardship withdrawals

“We’ve been looking at both sides

they will also have a long-term impact

out of retirement plans are the result

and seeing what a challenge it already

on other important financial goals — es-

of unreimbursed medical expenses, ac-

is for retirement, and then [there’s the]

pecially retirement,” says Gina Mourtzi-

cording to Voya’s hardship withdrawal

challenge that comes from medical

nou, CEO of SAVVI Financial, a technol-

data analysis.

costs. Then you throw a pandemic in the

ogy-enabled financial wellness platform

mix — how do you help people make

powering the Voya HSA tool. “We created

better decisions?”

the myHealthMoney digital assistant so

But withdrawing money from retirement savings can have punishing financial consequences. In an effort to help

As healthcare costs continue to grow,

employees can finally gain clarity and

employees avoid this course of action,

high-deductible health plans are becom-

confidence in their short- and long-term

Voya is launching myHealthMoney, which

ing an appealing choice for employers

healthcare finance decisions.” EBA

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Re:Invent | Retirement
ing reduced hours, but reports a decline
in loans taken out against 401(k) plans.
CEO David Musto said he has seen
no significant spike in employers terminating their plans. Instead, he said,
Ascensus is fielding more inquiries from
the employers it serves about tinkering
with the structure of their plans to make
little interest in dropping them altogether, which Musto takes as a hopeful sign.
“For the most part, small business
ADOBESTOCK

and the American worker are holding
up better, I think, than many of us would
have imagined,” he said.
In Oregon, home of the first state-run

Coronavirus forces new
thinking on retirement plans

retirement plan with a mandate that
employers offer some workplace savings
program — either the state’s or a private plan — officials saw a spike in plan
withdrawals in February and March, the

MARLENE AWAAD/BLOOMBERG

them more affordable. Employers show

Is
em

onset of the pandemic in the U.S., but

An early look at the impact of the economic shutdown
could open doors for advisers and sponsors.

say they have since tapered off.
Looking ahead, the state is hoping
to encourage a conversation about the
role of emergency savings, aiming to

By Kenneth Corbin

convince workers to put money away

Ab
hig

By Ka

on the twin tracks of retirement and
Though it’s far too early to assess the
long-term impact of the coronavi-

Retirement Initiatives.
“But there really is an opportunity

emergency savings. “What we really

Getti

don’t want to do is have them look at

help

rus pandemic on workers’ retirement

where employees might really see the

retirement as emergency savings,” said

durin

security, early indicators suggest that

value of the plans more than they have

Michael Parker, executive director of the

day p

employers are not abandoning their

in the past. And it’s an opportunity to

Oregon Saves Network.

retirement plans and employees are not

engage employees on something posi-

cashing out in droves.

tive where there really is a lot of nega-

place savings solutions at Millennium

to sa

tive news in the world.”

Trust, sees an increasing “savviness” in

finan

mont

The crisis also presents an opening

In

Kevin Boyles, vice president of work-

than

for plan advisers and sponsors, accord-

The retirement plan provider Ascen-

the workforce when it comes to protect-

ing to Toni Brown, senior vice president

sus has been tracking activity in the sec-

ing retirement savings, in part due to the

“T

of Capital Group’s Retirement Strategy

tor since the outbreak of the pandemic,

increasingly active role that advisors and

peop

Group. “Given what’s going on today,

and reports a significant — if unsurpris-

employers now play in promoting finan-

lenge

there is a great opportunity for plan

ing — reduction in the level of contribu-

cial literacy, and when market-rattling

Jean

sponsors to really highlight the benefit

tions to retirement plans. Ascensus has

events occur. “[It] has done a lot to stave

at Da

of the retirement plan,” Brown said dur-

also seen an uptick in hardship distribu-

off some of the kneejerk reactions that

able

ing a recent online presentation hosted

tions, as millions of Americans suddenly

we maybe would have seen in 2008 that

comp

by the Georgetown University Center for

found themselves without a job or work-

we probably see less of now.” EBA

them

Kenneth Corbin is an Employee Benefit Adviser contributing writer in Boston and Washington. Follow him on Twitter at @kecorb.
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Financial Wellness

cline

current pay structure so it benefits all

ans.

American workers.
How does same-day pay work? Is it

en

a loan?

-

d,

There was a lot of confusion about

rom

that when we first launched in 2015; but
no, we’re not a loan. Our founder came
from Goldman Sachs, and many of our

how

first employees were from the financial

geth-

industry. They felt it was important not

ign.

s

ng

ould

-run

t

vings

i-

plan
the

MARLENE AWAAD/BLOOMBERG

ing

make

to introduce risk to [employers], so they
created a credit asset. DailyPay uses this
credit to front employees money before
payday; we’re repaid by their employer
on the actual payday. Employers can offer our services through our partnerships

Is it finally time to offer
employees same-day pay?

the

o

y

Using our platform, employees can track
how much money they’ve earned, and
they can decide how much they access
early. We charge employees $2.99 to
access their wages early the same day,

ut

ng

with admin systems like ADP and Kronos.

A benefit provider believes the coronavirus crisis
highlights the need to help employees with finances.

and $1.99 for the next day. But to help
employees with the challenges posed by
COVID-19, we’ve decided to waive our
next-day fee.

By Kayla Webster

Is this more suitable for hourly or
salaried employees?

d

y

Getting paid after every workday could

Mullen spoke in a recent interview

It’s great for both, actually ... [and]

at

help ease financial strain brought on

about why employees should have ac-

great for employers because they’ll see

aid

during coronavirus, according to same-

cess to this benefit and how employers

an uptick in productivity; in our recent

f the

day pay benefit provider, DailyPay.

can promote financial wellness.

survey, 56% of users said our platform

rk-

than 90% of platform users said access

In a survey done by the firm, more

Why do you think employers should
offer same-day pay?

motivates them to pick up more shifts at
work. While that probably isn’t going to

to same-day pay has reduced their

Getting paid every day was actually

be true for people with salaries ... about

n

financial stress over the past three

the original compensation system. All the

10% of our users are salaried employees.

ect-

months.

way back before World War II, people

m

the

“This is an unexpected crisis where

Both types of workers also benefit

got paid every day after their shift. Dur-

from the platform’s saving feature. You

and

people are running into financial chal-

ing that time, the government tried to

can choose to set aside a portion of your

an-

lenges they didn’t plan to have,” says

implement taxes and restrict the money

earnings to go into a savings account.

ng

Jeanniey Mullen, chief innovation officer

going out to help during the recession.

The platform also has challenges to

tave

at DailyPay. “Employers may not be

The bimonthly pay system we use now

encourage employees who don’t save

at

able to pay more, but if they want to be

was born during that time to help get

to start.

that

competitive, they need to differentiate

the economy back on track; it served its

themselves by offering same-day pay.”

purpose, and now it’s time to rethink our

Helping people establish good habits
is a key part of financial wellness. EBA

Kayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Strategies
buying masks or cleaning supplies, which normally would

right

Bu

not be associated as a work-

abou

from-home [expense].

getti

But then, in many other

time

cases, employees are buying

they

everything from desks, chairs

At

and other things for ergonom-

really

ic support, and monitors and

it to l

cables to connect everything.

figure

[Many employers] are still
waiting for more data to come

Evelin

in to figure out what kinds of
guidance and tools they have
ADOBESTOCK

to provide. Some employees
are asking for internet fees

W

to be reimbursed, when most
companies normally state

Eyeing at-home expenses

that as a utility.
So I think policies are yet to
be drawn and absolute rules
are yet to be made, because

Remote employees are expensing health, hygiene supplies and
more. Who decides whether to pick up the tab?

Am
car

By A

we haven’t seen new rules or
new policies that companies
have put in related to work
from home.

By Evelina Nedlund

AppZen is streamlining
expense processes that have

With employees expensing everything from

with companies’ finance systems to audit

historically required deep do-

masks to ergonomic chairs and monitors,

their expenses, invoices, and contracts right

main knowledge and human

the new work-at-home workplace is causing

after they’re submitted.

decision-making. How can

major companies to rethink their expense

Kale shared insights into how companies

policies and decide what kind of costs

should be shifting their expense policies to

should be considered reasonable.

adapt to the new climate, and how AI can

“You never know what an employee will
ask for,” says Anant Kale, CEO of AppZen,
an AI finance platform that helps manage
employee spending.

help manage employee spending.
How is the new work-from-home workplace affecting workplace purchases?
[The situation] is still new, so what I’m

AI help manage employee
spending?
Traditionally, the employee
and they largely cover things
like travel, entertainment in
a meeting that they had, or

seeing right now is that companies are still

any kind of charges that they

snacks to a desk — it’s all over the place.

reacting and adjusting to what employees

want to get reimbursed for —

You have to define the rules.”

are asking for.

which are typically forwarded

While travel-related expenses are down

to a manager who’s supposed

companies, including Amazon and Chase

substantially, work-from-home expenses

to look at them and make

Bank, has seen an increased need among

have obviously increased.

sure that they’re all cor-

its clients for transparency and visibility

But it’s hard to classify what should be

rect. And then a finance or

into their employees’ spending. The AppZen

considered work-from-home expenses,

accounting team looks at it,

platform tracks expenses by integrating

because in some cases employees are even

making sure that they’re all

Emil

Coun
Cohe

Ama
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Healt

submits expense reports —

“Right now it can be anything from

AppZen, which serves more than 1,700

Nee

6/12/2020 5:02:11 PM

sup-

ld

lot of money on alcohol, for example.

right before they get paid out.

Or maybe they saw some in-room

But we found that in reality, only

spend leakages or misuse, duplicate
charges or compliance issues within a

about 10% of those expenses were really

movies in their hotel, or went and up-

couple of minutes, much better than any

getting looked at, because nobody has

graded to business class, or they bought

human can.

r

time to look through every receipt and

a gift card when they went to Starbucks.

ng

they generally just do a sampling.

These are largely the things that were

of money that they would have other-

ork-

That allows companies to save a lot

At AppZen, we used our AI engine to

missed by humans when they were look-

wise reimbursed or spent. It also reduces

nom-

really understand expenses, by training

ing at expenses, because it just takes too

the need to manually look through all

and

it to look through an expense report to

much time and effort to do that.

the expenses, automation makes this

airs

ing.

figure out that an employee did spend a

Our AI engine is able to find any

process much more efficient. EBA

till

come

Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @EvelinaNedlund.
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Amid the coronavirus pandemic, workplace professionals are still making strategic
career moves. Meet 8 who recently changed role, noted with their title and new job.
By Amanda Schiavo
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Neehar Garg

Jeff Strong

Britt Trumbower

Ron Gelb

Emily Meyer

Gilma Saravia

Brad Davis

Ryan Collins

Vice president of product
HealthJoy

Vice president of sales
Sterling Administration

Senior vice president of sales
HealthSavings Administration

CEO
Valenz
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Counsel
Cohen & Buckmann

Chief people officer
Altair

President
Service Insurance Holdings

Owner
Brightway Insurance
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Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
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Technology
as well as compress the hiring
timeline associated with evaluating and assessing talent that
you’re reviewing for employment. One of the things we’re
releasing in the next month is a
full suite of predictive analytics
powered by machine learning
algorithms. We’re compressing
steps that normally took days,
if not weeks, to complete.
How will remote recruiting
help workplaces adapt once

ADOBESTOCK

Right now, HR departments
are dealing with the downsizing of their organizations. But

Up next: Remote recruiting?
The technology aims help companies hire more quickly and
efficiently in a post-pandemic workscape.

... we’re approaching it from a
continuity perspective of, “Hey,
once the crisis ends, we’ve got
to ramp back up.” There will be
a competition for talent and
you can use technology to win
and be efficient.

GETTY IMAGES

we’re back at work?

Le

Em
me

Do you see remote recruit-

By Alyssa Place

ing becoming the normal

By Sa

process for business?
Coronavirus has taken a devastating toll on

Employee Benefit Adviser recently on a range

employment, with many industries forced to

of topics.

downsize and rethink their business strate-

When it comes to the recruiting process,

I do. We will return to offices,

More

but it’s not going to be like

and d

it was. They’re reengineering

remo

gies. But as employers look toward recovery,

what are some of the challenges businesses

everything, and this is just one

stron

remote recruiting can be an essential tool to

are facing due to coronavirus?

tool out there being evaluated.

pand

From the employer perspec-

withi

forced the issue and has compelled organiza-

tive, remote recruiting is very

and d

with the downsizing of their organizations,

tions to really look at this [recruiting] technol-

efficient ... and if I can expe-

roles

so they’re not thinking about ramping up,”

ogy aggressively. While Zoom and Google

dite the hiring process, that’s

subst

says Tim Ihlefeld, CEO of Harqen, a machine-

Meet and all these other programs are great

a total win for the candidate.

ing to

learning interview service that provides on-

conferencing platforms, they’re not built for

They’re going to work faster.

Of

demand video interviewing capabilities and

recruitment. They’re not built for technology

They’re earning a paycheck

3,155

uses automation to analyze an applicant’s

talent acquisition.

faster. They’re advancing their

intera

hiring efficiently.
“Right now, HR departments are dealing

The coronavirus crisis [has] absolutely

How does a remote recruiting platform

career faster, and they’re with

their

optimistic view, which is that this is going to

life Harqen change the traditional hiring

an organization that look-

ers h

end, so prepare your businesses and look at

process?

ing to embrace technology to

launc

improve their business perfor-

teach

mance. EBA

boos

interview. “But we’re leading with more of an

how technology can help ramp that back up
in a safe environment.” Ihlefeld spoke with

Our platform was built really to do two
things: to increase candidate engagement

Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.
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ing

going forward, according to

alu-

the report.
The LinkedIn Learning

that

y-

platform has seen a 301%

e’re

rise in enrollment and a 153%

h is a

increase in courses shared

ytics

between members and their

ing

networks in March and April,

sing

compared to January and

ays,

February of this year. “We’re
also seeing instructors engag-

ng

ing more, and companies

ce

tapping subject matter experts
to create learning moments.

iz-

But

ma

Hey,

got

ll be

d

win

What’s more, social learning

GETTY IMAGES

ents

drives up learner engagement
and helps learners remember
content,” he says.

Learning experiences

Employers are placing
strong emphasis on reskilling
the workforce, Derezin says.

Employers are boosting internal mobility and promoting strong
mental health as the effects of COVID-19 continue to play out.

uit-

When tech retailer Verizon, for
instance, had to close down
some of its retail locations, it
gave employees a choice of

By Sam Del Rowe

career paths and then implemented personalized learning,

More employers are investing in learning

learning coupled with the fact that the needs

with the goal of enabling these

and development as they seek to keep their

of remote employees have shifted, has creat-

workers to close any skills gaps

remote employees engaged and promote

ed a spotlight on L&D to develop and deliver

before moving on to new roles.

strong mental health as the coronavirus

the sorts of engaging and relevant learning

ted.

pandemic continues to create uncertainty

experiences that employees want and need

training, Verizon was able to

c-

within the workforce. Indeed, 66% of learning

during this challenging time,” says Mike Der-

help brick-and-mortar em-

ry

and development professionals say that their

ezin, vice president of LinkedIn Learning.

ployees work from home and

e-

roles within their organizations have grown

t’s

substantially in the wake of the crisis, accord-

technologies including virtual instructor-led

te.

ing to a recent LinkedIn Learning report.

training (VILT) — live training done digitally,

fices,

g

one

r.

Of the 864 development professionals and

k

3,155 workplace learners — employees who

heir

interact with learning content provided by

To that end, companies are investing in

“By offering online tools and

contribute in roles like customer
service,” he says.
Employers are becoming

and online learning — recorded digital learn-

more active in helping sup-

ing content.

port employees, according to

The report found that 66% of learning

research by LinkedIn: In March

their employers — surveyed, 68% say employ-

and development professionals expect to

and April, managers were

ers have been placing a larger emphasis on

spend more on VILT than they did last year,

spending twice the amount of

to

launching learning programs designed to

with 60% saying the same for online learn-

time on learning and develop-

or-

teach employees new skills with an eye on

ing. Developing the right mix of the two —

ment than they did in January

boosting internal mobility. “The appetite for

blended online learning — will be essential

and February. EBA

ith

Sam Del Rowe is a reporter at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow him on Twitter @sdelrowe.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Technology
a few questions about how
they’re feeling and the camera
will take their temperature.
If an employee reads at an
unhealthy temperature, they’re
not allowed inside the office.
Is HR or a manager notified
when employees aren’t allowed
in the office?
Janus doesn’t share with
HR what employees’ temperatures were, only if they were
given a “yes” or “no” to enter
BLOOMBERG NEWS

the office. This helps employers stay compliant with HIPPA
and privacy laws because they
never see the full results, and

Temperature check
A company created a kiosk to help employers deal with privacy
concerns over taking temperatures at the office.
By Kayla Webster

they’re not stored.

If we want to limit
exposure to COVID-19,
we can’t assign someone
in the office to take
everyone’s temperature;
it’s not efficient, and it
puts more people at risk.
It can also be programmed

Privacy concerns could heat up among

employees from entering the office if their

to notify a security officer that

employees returning to workplaces as they

temperature is too high.

someone didn’t pass the tem-

encounter temperature checks per legal guid-

Clarke spoke in a recent interview about

perature check to ensure com-

ance from the Centers for Disease Control

how Janus can help employers protect their

pliance. We can also program

and Prevention. “It’s now permissible to take

workforce, while adhering to privacy laws.

the kiosk to distribute security

employee temperatures, but if employers store it and keep track of it, there’s no
exemption from HIPPA and identity laws,”

How does Janus help prevent the spread
of COVID-19?
If we want to limit exposure to COVID-19,

badges only to employees who
pass the temperature check.
Employees sometimes

says Dan Clarke, president of IntraEdge, an

we can’t assign someone in the office to take

came to work sick out of fear

Arizona-based tech company.

everyone’s temperature; it’s not efficient, and

their their dedication would

To address that concern, IntraEdge devel-

it puts more people at risk. Employers need a

be questioned. Will this prod-

oped a kiosk that takes employees’ tempera-

digital solution, one that puts them in compli-

uct help change that?

tures and shares the results only with the em-

ance with HIPPA and privacy laws.

The perception of remote

Janus uses an accurate thermal camera to

work [has changed] enough

gave the employee permission to enter the

take the temperature of the user. Before using

that people will be comfort-

office or not, which, Clarke, says, completely

it, employees would need to sign up online

able saying they’re going to

eliminates the potential for HIPPA violations.

and provide information to confirm their iden-

work from home when they

The kiosk, called Janus, can also prevent sick

tity. After that’s done, a kiosk will ask them

don’t feel well. EBA

ployee. Managers are only notified if the kiosk

Kayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.
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Commentary
doesn’t mean the PBM’s have
done anything wrong, illegal or
even unethical. It’s just a conflict of interest. If every specialty drug the PBM approves
has the potential of generating
revenue for the PBM and/or for
the PBM’s specialty pharmacy
then conversely every specialty
drug the PBM denies has the
potential of costing the PBM
and/or it’s specialty pharmacy
revenue, thus diminishing
profitability.
GETTY IMAGES

In order to maximize the
plans fiduciary responsibilities
a contract with appropriate
terms and definitions must be
in place to allow the plan to

Specialty drug conflicts:
Act now to control chaos

exercise their right to carveout prior authorization. A
carved-out prior authorization
of specialty drugs provides:
1) Proactive, patient pro-

To maximize fiduciary responsibilities, a contract must allow the
plan to exercise their right to carve-out prior authorization.

tection from unnecessary
specialty drugs that are often
powerful and potent medications with potentially harsh
side effects.

By Denise Giambalvo

2) Mitigated risk and fiduSpecialty drug costs

managers (PBM) who own the specialty

ciary responsibility in manag-

have continued to

pharmacy continue to complete their own

ing the plan assets.

escalate by double

prior authorizations for specialty drugs. Em-

digits year over year,

ployers footing the bill should be concerned

counts from stop loss car-

representing 35-55%

about this clear conflict of interest for the

riers who also encourage a

of a plan sponsors

PBM.

carved-out, independent prior

total pharmacy spend.
At the same time, less

Employers don’t let hospitals complete
their own pre-certifications for surgeries

3) Financial savings/dis-

authorization.
4) An independent prior au-

than 2% of the scripts drive upwards of 50%

and they don’t let the hospital determine

thorization of specialty drugs

of the pharmacy plan spend. With these

the length of stay. Employers use an inde-

that leverages evidence-based

stats it’s no surprise that employers identified

pendent pre-certification strategy for two

medicine ensures access to

“managing specialty drugs” as the highest

obvious reasons: patient protection from

medications proven safe and

priority for benefit directors in a Midwest

unnecessary surgeries and procedures and a

effective while at the same

Business Group on Health survey.

fiduciary responsibility to the plan assets.

time providing cost control for

To make matters worse, pharmacy benefit

The specialty drug conflict of interest

the plan and member. EBA

Denise Giambalvo is the vice president of Midwest Business Group on Health.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Commentary
crisis-induced opacity affects
almost all decision-making.
People are struggling to make
sense of what this crisis means
for their livelihoods, and
ultimately, their priorities in
life. We are all on an emotional rollercoaster, bracing
ourselves against experiences
over which we have little or no
control.
Leaders deciding how to
restructure their organization,
BLOOMBERG NEWS

both in the near-term to face
this crisis and with an eye on
a future when the crisis has
abated, will be wise to consider how these experiences

Experiences in crisis: How
expectations will change
Leading through the crisis requires empathy for what people are
going through and understanding how it will transform work.

shape employees’ priorities.
Now is the time for leaders
to consider how they should
respond to shifting expectations among people in their
workforce and the pool of
talented workers at large.
On the other side of this
crisis, tolerance for rigid work
arrangements and low-quality
work experiences will evapo-

By Luke Mahoney

rate. Talented people, freshly
When living in unprec-

stances that have upended every facet of

equipped with reoriented

edented times, most

life. Simultaneously, organizations are staring

priorities regarding their work

attempts to describe

down the single largest catalyst for change

and non-work life, will require

and characterize the

in memory. When things start to settle, peo-

both more flexibility in how

myriad ways that

ple’s priorities and ways of making decisions

they work and access to the

people of every demo-

will have certainly changed. And the status

technology they desire to

graphic, every job type,

quo for conducting business will never be the

complete their work. People

every identity, experi-

same. Leading through this crisis requires

will want more flexibility and

ence the whirlwind of change inevitably fall

empathy for what people are going through

better work experiences than

flat. Nevertheless, as so many of us confined

now and understanding how living through

they had before it began.

to our homes facing this pandemic can

this crisis will shape people’s expectations

Leaders should be thinking

attest, there are common threads that run

around work and non-work lives.

about how to lead through

through our diverse experiences.
As humanity at large grapples with this
pandemic, people face extraordinary circum-

What people face right now is a Fog of

these times of change to drive

Pandemic. Akin to the “fog of war,” where

positive employee experience

uncertainty complicates every decision, this

in everything they do. EBA

Luke Mahoney is a research analyst at SAP SuccessFactors.
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Explore our benefits community
Whether an advisor or HR professional, answering new demands in the
multi-generational talent economy are critical to success. From employee
engagement to promoting well-being to personalized benefits, leaders can find
the ideas that will help their business stay ahead of workforce expectations.

Learn more
benefitnews.com
212-803-8500
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